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First:  Magnifying glass:  You must draw a magnifying glass!  This 
means, draw a circle with a diameter of 6 inches. Use a color key.   
Label:  diameter, radius, chord, circumference, surface area, chord, and 
tangent.  Add a handle and make it look wonderful!

advanced  
proficient   
basic  minimal

Next:  Design your own puzzle:   You must create your own puzzle.  
This means, draw a rectangle with a length of 5 inches and a width of 4 
inches. Use a color key.   Label:  perimeter and area.  Then, calculate 
area in square inches and perimeter in inches. Then, create a picture 
on it.  Then, divide it into a puzzle!

advanced  
proficient   
basic  minimal

Next:  Advertisement:   Design an advertisement for new gadget that 
would be used by a detective! It must include 4 sentences and 4 
vocabulary words.  The four sentences must include: one imperative 
(Command-example: Pass the ketchup.), one interrogative (Question-
example: Do you have the ketchup?), one declarative (statement-
example: Ketchup is made from tomatoes.), and one exclamatory 
(Shows emotion-example: Ketchup is delicious!).  Finally, include four 
illustrations!

advanced  
proficient   
basic  minimal

Next:  Plan, Design, and Create!   Create a detective kit!  Check out 
this link for ideas: http://makethebestofeverything.com/2011/01/
homemade-detective-kit.html

advanced  
proficient   
basic  minimal

Finally:  Design the puzzle!  Complete the Design the puzzle Activity! advanced  
proficient   
basic  minimal

Homonym Vocabulary List:

ware wear where sent cheap which who's ring

throne peer plain cent cheep witch whose wring

thrown pier plane scent we're rays threw through

waist waste real reel were raise site sight
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Objective:  You have been hired by Mr. B’s Famous Detective Agency to put the pieces 
together!!  Follow the directions and rubric on both sides to begin your puzzling assignment!!
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Design a Puzzle Activity!
Get an empty puzzle and go for it!

Choose Five Homophone Pairs to write on the back of your puzzle piece! Then, create an illustration 
that depicts (shows) the words you chose on the front of the puzzle!

ware wear where sent cheap which who's ring

throne peer plain cent cheep witch whose wring

thrown pier plane scent we're rays threw through

waist waste real reel were raise site sight

Complete the chart below                       Make a fraction based on the words
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